Edelweiss Maintenance Commission
Report from the General Manager
November 2014
Recurring Items
- Water samples taken in November from the Campground and Cassal systems were free from
contamination.
- As always, processed and categorized invoices, scanned and emailed to Jim McDonald for final
approval. Took originals to Bradshaw for payment.
- Processed owners checks and delivered to Bradshaw for deposit
- Answered many varied emails, and phone calls.
- Monitored booster pumps and serviced pool on weekends
Other Items
- Categorized and billed out invoices to the homeowners who received new water meters, setters
and/or meter vaults.
- Worked on and developed the Edelweiss budget for 2015
- Met with John Kirner and Jim McDonald to finalize the budget for 2015
- Posted October Board meeting minutes and management reports to the website
- Met with Jim Wright at the West Fawn Creek location to obtain an estimate for extending a
four-inch water line up the hill to Eagles Nest Road.
- At the direction of the Office of Drinking Water, took IOC samples from the two wells of the
Cassal system in order to determine if they can be classified as a 'well field'. Sent the samples to
Anatek labs for testing.
Hours logged - 89
Dick Volckmann

Operations Manager Report
November 2014
Made the plow and sanders ready just in time for the snow dump on Nov 25th. Worked
late into Tuesday night to try and stay ahead of it. Palm cleared a center lane on each
road and was out here by 4am on Wednesday morning. They worked the next three days
to get driveways cleared. On Thursday the 27th, the white truck gave out. I believe it is
the hubs or transfer case. It is in Twisp for repairs.
Our new Ferguson Waterworks rep paid us two visits to show us how to read meters, load
data, import/export files, etc. It will take some practice to get the bugs out of the system
and me. 69 meters have been read and 3 are not transmitting. The rep will make another
visit in December or January. Will probably have to wait until spring to troubleshoot the
3 balky meters.
I attended a three day class in Bellingham to put toward my certification. This still leaves
me needing .2 CEU’s for next year. May look into a cross-connection control class.
Grass seed has been sown at the Fawn creek crossing. I took measurements and made a
list of probable supplies needed to finish the line to Eagles Nest. This information was
given to Jim Wright for an estimate of costs. Hope to have an answer by the board
meeting.
Fresh batteries were placed in all the telemetry transmitters. The main tank was emptied
for the season and we are now on the underground tanks.
Hours: 96.5
Craig Hook

